
Provider Town Hall
Anticipatory Management Program (AMP™ )



Disease burden capture? Why bother?
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• Each patient’s healthcare journey is different. 
Understanding the patient’s individual complexities 
can help proactively mitigate risk factors, improve 
coordination of care, and lead to fewer complications, 
less wasted time, and better overall outcomes.

• It’s clinical documentation that paints the picture of a 
patient’s unique healthcare journey; but sometimes 
we only get a piece of that picture. Putting all or most 
of those pieces together brings the patient’s needs into focus. 

• We all want the best possible care at the right time; for ourselves, our loved 
ones and our communities. Simply put, it’s the right thing to do.

According to the CDC, 
chronic diseases 

account for 90% of the 
nation’s $3.8 trillion in 

annual health care 
expenditures.



Coding counts
• Healthcare is increasingly data-driven. But as they 

say, bad data is no better than no data. 

• Medical coding has become more granular with a 
growing emphasis on specificity. 

• Coding education helps providers and office staff 
know when and how often to utilize the most 
appropriate codes, like combination codes or history 
codes, increasing the efficacy of claims and 
encounter data that is referenced downstream.
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AMP overview  
• Geisinger’s AMP tool supports clinical decision making around chronic 

conditions and potentially untreated diseases.

• AMP provides insights into untreated chronic conditions, transparency into 
diagnoses by other providers, and identifies relevant gaps in care that need to 
be addressed each year.

• AMP packages all this useful patient information into a concise format that can 
be easily integrated into a provider’s workflow.



What we’re asking of provider offices 
• Utilize the AMP reports for every visit a Geisinger Gold (Medicare) member 

has during the calendar year.

• Access AMP on NaviNet.

• Print your patient’s AMP report for each visit. You can do this up to 14 days 
prior to the visit.

• Use valuable AMP information to validate, address or capture all current 
conditions on the problem list.

• Submit a claim to Geisinger Health Plan for the corresponding visit with proper 
coding that addresses the conditions contained in the report.



• Log into NaviNet using     
your assigned user ID and 
password.

• Under Health Plans, 
choose Geisinger Health 
Plan.

• At the top left of your 
screen, under Workflows 
for this Plan, select 
Anticipatory Management 
Program.

• Disable any pop-up 
blockers on your web 
browser.  Your browser’s 
security settings may block 
AMP reports you create in 
the tool if enabled.

How to find AMP Finding AMP on NaviNet



Terms and Services



• We recommend having on 
hand a list of Geisinger 
Gold patients you’re 
scheduled to see in the 
next day or two.

• All your Geisinger Gold 
patients will auto-populate 
when you enter the AMP 
tool.

• Search for the patients on 
your scheduled list using 
name, member number, 
date of birth or PCP.

Searching for your patientsHow to find 
your patients



Patient Selection



Patient Selection – Selected Patients



Creating your AMP reports
• Once all the patients you’ve 

chosen appear in the Selected 
Patient box, you’re ready to 
export their AMP reports.

• Click Export to PDF to create 
the reports.

• Your patients’ reports can now 
be printed or copied and 
pasted into your EMR system.

• Remember to disable pop-up 
blockers on your web browser.



• Print, or copy your 
patients’ reports into your 
EMR system.

• We recommend you 
create AMP reports as 
close to your patient’s 
scheduled visit date as 
possible; no more than 14 
days prior.

• Use the reports to identify 
relevant gaps in care and 
chronic diseases needing 
attention.

Using AMP reports Your patients’ AMP reports



What’s the message?
Document and code

M.E.A.T. acronym Pertinent conditions

• Present but stable

• Managed on therapy

• Influences decision making

• Requires observation

• Monitor 
(following the medical condition)

• Evaluate

• Assess

• Treat



Have questions or 
experiencing 
technical difficulties?
Contact your Geisinger Health Plan Account Manager 
at 800-876-5357. 
They’ll work with expert technicians to find an answer 
and respond within 48 hours.



Thank you
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